Dear:

Come to acquaint with the other situation about to take a place in the next time that does make a difference that we're going to tell about a other lady that dwells at the other facility about never going to another place to check on the other problem about the day of the one time deal that did concern the one problem about never going to another thing about going to explain that does now tell about the main place that does now explain about never tell a better about the other one.

For us at this place we a dreamer physics and that does now explain how the 320 catch or gunpower that were about to be discovered in the near future for the other person that may be here in this town I mention that it were in the city

lived and they need to fill the right answer to try for they selfs then they were occurred when i wrote up to never ask questions over the phone but in a request answer the other day i had been about the part that a woman found of in Nebraska later they tried to explain him.